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Docent Rick Kamen Is 
Seasoned Raconteur 
Text and photo by Barbara 
McCabe 
 
 Did you know there was a 
connection between Torrey Pines and 
the midnight ride of Revolutionary 
War patriot Paul Revere? No?  Then, 
you haven’t accompanied longtime 
docent Rick Kamen on one of the 
nature walks he conducts twice a 
month through the Reserve. 
 I tagged along with Rick on a 

recent walk. The former college 
teacher stopped outside the Visitor 
Center to talk about the small white 
cochineal insects that live on the 
Prickly Pear cactus, and explained 
what would happen if one crushed the 
insects between one’s fingers: a 
reddish material would be visible 
inside the body of the cochineal. 
“You’ve heard the expression ‘the 
redcoats are coming?’” Rick asks as 
he illustrates the color of the insect’s 
crimson interior.  “Well, without 
cochineal, those ‘redcoats’ wouldn’t 
have been red. Cochineal, which is  
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still used as a natural food coloring 
and in cosmetics, was an important 
source of red dye during the Colonial 
Period,” he explained to the small 
group of visitors accompanying him 
on the walk.  “If you had a jacket this 
color in Europe during the 17th and 
18th centuries, it was a status symbol 
because it could only have come from 
the New World.” 
 Rick, who has been leading walks 
through the Reserve on a regular basis 
for the last 10 years, is a seasoned 
raconteur. When he isn’t sharing 
stories with the Reserve visitors, he is 
writing them for his story-writing 
business, Heirloom Stories™, in 
which he turns the memories of elder 

(continued on page 3)  
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Docent Kamen with Neha Joglekar and her father, Anand Joglekar of suburban 
Minneapolis. Neha, a recent grad of U.of Minnesota, had just moved to San Diego 
where the biology & marketing major took a job with a biotech company.  
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The Torrey Pines Docent Society 
publishes the Torreyana bi-monthly.  Items 
for publication may be submitted to Victoria 
Schaffer, victoria1906@roadrunner.com or 
left in the Torreyana mailbox at the Lodge.  In 
alternate months, TPDS publishes the Torrey 
Pinecone, edited by Walt Desmond.  The 
Pinecone includes the monthly duty calendar, 
announcements and information concerning 
membership meetings.  Items for publication 
in the Pinecone should be e-mailed to 
w.desmond@sbcglobal.net .  Submissions 
for either publication are due on or about the 
20th day of the preceding month. 
Please send postal address changes to: 
Torrey Pines Docent Society 
P.O. Box 2414, Del Mar, CA 92014 
Attn: Jean Smith 
E-mail changes to Jeannie@ucsd.edu 
Web sites: 
      TPDS www.torreypinesreserve.org 
      TPA www.torreypines.org 
TPDS Board Members: 
President, Steve Usher  
Vice-president, Tom Polakiewicz 
Treasurer, Rick Vogel 
Secretary, Barbara McCardle 
Dir. of Communications, Roger Isaacson 
Dir. of Children's Program, Cecily Goode 
Dir. of Programs, Christina Bjenning 
Dir. of Training, Jeff Spivak 
Dirs. of Duty Coordination, Lillian Lachicotte  
    & Irene Larrimore 
To obtain extra newsletters contact 
Vernie McGowan. 
 
TPSR Staff: 
Supervising Ranger: 
Jody Kummer jkummer@parks.ca.gov 
Rangers: Kyle Knox, Gary Olson 
   and Mike Winterton 
Park Aides: Jamie Burton (senior aide), Kate 
Cochran, Laura Ohman, Louis Sands, Moira 
Reagan 
TP Visitor Center phone (858) 755-2063 
 

Torrey Pines Docent Society 
Since 1975 

All rights reserved 
 
Many thanks to the docents contributing to 
this newsletter and to Senior Editor 
Victoria Schaffer and Copy Editors Judy 
Schulman and Walt Desmond.  Many thanks 
to Vernie McGowan and Eva Armi for mailing 
and distribution. 
 
  Roger Isaacson 
  Director of Communications 

From the President 
s we approach our Annual Meeting, the Board has proposed three 
major issues for approval by the membership: two amendments to the 

Bylaws and one significant expenditure. I would ask for your support on all 
three of these issues. 
 The first amendment to the Bylaws is to establish a new membership 
status, that of Lifetime Member. The status is to reward the long-term 
commitment and dedication of some of our members.  It is the view of the 
Board that anyone who has given a decade of loyal service to the Society and 
to the Reserve deserves our recognition and admiration. While Lifetime 
Membership will no longer require the payment of dues or the completion of 
the requisite annual hours, it is hoped that Lifetime Members would remain 
active in the Society and at the Reserve. Although it has been argued that 
Lifetime status should require a commitment “over and above” the normal 
requirements, I disagree. To me, a decade of volunteer service to this unique 
and beautiful site is itself evidence of commitment to the Society and 
dedication to the Reserve “over and above” what anyone else in our community 
has provided.  
 The second amendment will bring our Bylaws in conformity with DPR 
regulations. We took the first step in this process last year, when the Board 
voted to authorize service hours for all the time spent in our monthly General 
Meetings. This amendment to raise the requisite hours from 72 hours per year 
to 96 hours per year simply completes the circle. 
 Third, your Board is proposing that we join with TPA in donating $10,000 in 
seed money to the soon-to-be established Torrey Pines Endowment. Because 
the Docent Society was established as a service organization and not a fund 
raising entity, the TPA has taken the lead with this project. Assuming the 
Docent Society matches their donation, the TPA Board has agreed that we will 
have an equal voice in determining how the income from the endowment is to 
be spent.  The endowment will be established within the auspices of the San 
Diego Foundation. The Foundation supports the endowments of many non-
profit organizations in San Diego County including the Anza-Borrego 
Endowment Fund, the Bishop’s School Endowment Fund, the San Diego Navy 
League Fund and the San Diego Symphony Orchestra Fund. A group of outside 
managers oversee the funds under the eyes of an investment committee. The 
investment philosophy of the Foundation is to establish a diversified portfolio 
of moderate risk structured for long-term total return.  The portfolio has 
outperformed its benchmark on a one quarter, one year, three year, five year 
and ten year horizon. 
 The Society currently has cash assets of approximately $86,000 held 
primarily in CDs and a money market account. This contribution would 
strengthen the relationship with TPA as evidenced by our continuing financial 
support of the Reserve and commitment to the preservation of the Reserve. 
 I look forward to a full discussion of all three of these issues at our 
Annual Meeting on November 18. 
 
 Once again, thank you all for your dedication and hard work. See you 
around the Reserve! 
 
 

        Steve Usher 
        President, Torrey Pines Docent Society 
 

 A
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(Continued from page 1) 
family members into stories their 
descendants can treasure forever. Rick 
launched the business in 1999 after 
publishing Heirloom Stories from the 
Harnessmaker’s Son, a humorous 
book of short stories told to him by 
his father, Jack Kamen, the son of 
Russian immigrants, who grew up in 
Brooklyn. “Having people genuinely 
interested in what you have to say 
keeps you healthy,” says Kamen, 
noting that his ailing father lived for 
another seven years after he began 
relating the family stories his son 
turned into a book. “Elders love 
telling stories,” says the Clairemont 
resident, “but they’re not interested in 
work, and writing Heirloom Stories™ 
is definitely work.” 
 The stories Rick tells while leading 
walks through the Reserve have a 
common denominator. They are 
designed to give visitors an exper-
ience of what it is like to be one of the 
many plants, animals and humans 
native to this landscape. By 
understanding what life is or was like 
for them, visitors are more likely to 
realize the importance of preserving 
this habitat.  “I want people to know 
how it feels to be every one of these 
living things – even the plants,” he 
explains. “Take Lemonade Berry, for 
example. Some plants distribute their 
seeds by surrounding them with soft, 
sweet fruit that tempts animals to eat 
them and deposit them elsewhere in ‘a 
pile of damp fertilizer.’ Lemonade 
Berry is ‘smart’ because it has figured 
out a way to get furry creatures to 
transport its seeds without investing 
the energy needed to produce fruit,” 
he explains. “When Lemonade Berry 
seeds are mature, they don’t hold on 
to their branches tightly. When 
animals brush against them, seeds 
stick to their fur. Why? The seeds are 
covered with a sticky, waxy 
substance. The animal notices the 
bright red berry when it begins to 
groom itself and picks it off with his 
mouth,” he adds. “The animal spits it 
out right away because it tastes 
terrible, and the seed for another 

Lemonade Berry plant has been 
dispersed.” 
 If you want to hear more of Rick’s 
stories about Torrey Pines – and he’s 
got dozens of them – take a walk with 
him some Saturday.  To find out more 
about the Heirloom Stories™ that he 
writes, visit his website at  
www.HeirloomStories.com. 
 

Docent Chronicles 
October 06 

Excerpted from the October general 
meeting minutes. (Complete minutes, 
by Executive Board Secretary 
Barbara McCardle, are in the docent 
library.) 
Edited by Team Torreyana 
 
Docents of the Month: Susan and 
Tom Polakiewicz, for their many 
hours of work while organizing the 
Channel Islands Field Trip. 
Children’s Program: Report by Diane 
Greening, for Cecily Goode. All 
spaces have been filled by interested 
school groups. We need docents to 
sign up to lead groups.  Diane 
circulated sign-up sheets for October, 
November and December and 
encouraged docents to become 
involved with the Program. 
Duty:  Tom Polakiewicz reported for 
Lillian Lachicotte and Irene Larrimore 
that there are some spots to fill for 
October.  Roger Isaacson solicited 
volunteers for vacant spots for this 
weekend. 
Communications: Roger Isaacson 
reported that docents may opt out of 
receiving the newsletters by mail, 
saving postage costs and paper.  All 
Docents on the email list will receive 
a link to download the newsletters as a 
pdf file from our Web site. If docents 
want ONLY the electronic version, 
they could sign list at the meeting or 
should respond to Jeannie Smith's 
email. Docents will continue receiving 
newsletters by regular mail UNLESS 
THEY REQUEST THE ELECT-
RONIC VERSION ONLY. (At press 
time 38 docents already signed up for 
the electronic version only) 

Note: For online duty calendar viewing the 
Docent Login has been changed. See 
mailed out copy for this information. 
Bookstore: Nancy Woodworth 
announced that 500 copies of the 
Birds of Southern California Coastal 
Bays and Estuaries brochure were 
given to the Society by the San Elijo 
Conservancy. Free copies are 
available today.  Brochures will be 
included in the docent training 
manuals and will also be distributed 
during Special Walks. 
Trail Patrol: Report by Paul Whitby. 
Trail Patrol members are required to 
wear the new State insignia on their 
vests. Docents should let Paul know if 
they wish to order the new insignia. A 
tour of Mission Trails Park is being 
planned for January; more 
information will be available at the 
next meeting.  Another Trail Patrol 
Training session may be held in 
December. 
Library: Report by Sharon and Steve 
Rose. The remodel is complete. A 
ribbon cutting ceremony is planned 
for Saturday, October 28, 2006, at 
10:00 a.m. Books are back on their 
new shelves and DVDs and VHS 
tapes will be available soon. Docent 
Dawn Thieding agreed to keep the 
Library bulletin board current.   
Amendments to the Bylaws: The Board 
voted to enact two amendments to the 
Bylaws. Board VP Tom Polakiewicz 
presented the amendments at the 
general meeting. See page 4 for text 
changes. Discussion and voting will 
take place at the November 18 
General Meeting.  The first 
amendment is to increase the required 
number of docent volunteer hours 
from 72 to 96, to reflect the State 
requirement. The second amendment 
proposes to allow docents with ten 
years of active service to qualify for 
Honorary Lifetime membership 
should they not be able to remain in 
active status.  
Endowment with TPA: TPA has put up 
$10,000 in seed money to establish an 
endowment to be managed by the San 
Diego Foundation. TPA voted to give 
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TPDS a full and equal vote regarding 
how the endowment income will be 
spent, if the Society will match their 
$10,000 contribution. Discussion and 
formal vote will take place at the 
November meeting. 
Santa Rosa Island Update: 
Representative Duncan Hunter’s 
proposal to maintain a hunting 
operation on Santa Rosa Island 
beyond the agreed 2011 termination 
was approved as an attachment to the 
National Defense Authorization Act 
of 2007. Representative Lois Capps 
(D-Santa Barbara) will introduce 
legislation in the House next year to 
oppose Rep. Hunter’s proposal.  
Docent News: Long-standing docent 
Don Miller recently passed away.  A 
memorial service is scheduled for 
November 11, 2006, at Eternal Hills 
Memorial Park at 1:00 p.m.  Don’s 
widow, Fran Obler, has asked that 
donations in Don’s memory be made 
to the newly formed TPA Foundation. 
Docent Joellen Barnett, class of ’06, 
dropped out due to serious illness. She 
had volunteered to chair the Winter 
Solstice Party and anyone wishing to 
replace her should contact Jeff 
Spivak. 
Ranger’s Report: S. R. Jody Kummer 
announced that Ranger Gary Olson 
has been promoted to Supervising 
Ranger for Old Town, starting 
December 1, 2006. TPA is interested 
in remodeling the museum and 
Ranger’s Office. Graduate students 
from the New School of Architecture 
are involved in a project that includes 
a new design.  A committee is being 
formed to oversee this project. 
Docents thanked the rangers for 
Docent Appreciation Night. 
 
Children’s Program 
Continuing Education 
All docents are welcome to shadow 
the Children’s Program on Thursdays 
and Fridays in preparation for leading 
their own CP walks.  Just show up and 
ask someone if you can tag along!  If 
you are a current CP leader, try 
learning at least one of the present-
ations by listening to different people 

presenting it and taking notes. When 
you’re ready, you can start by sharing 
the presentation with someone who’s 
done it before—no need to worry 
about forgetting part of the program. 
Watch this Cyberspace 
We might have a special training on 
November 10th, or take a group hike, 
or take the day off. Watch your emails 
from Laura, our TPSR Coordinator 
for breaking news. 
Last but not Least 
Thanks to everyone who signed up to 
lead walks through the end of the 
year. There are more spaces available, 
so if interested check your calendar 
and let Laura know when you can 
help. Her easy to remember email link 
is  ChildrensProgram@torreypine.org 

Diane Greening 
 

 
Next General Meeting 

November 18, 2006  9 a.m. 
at 

National University just across the 
highway from the Torrey Pines Golf 

Course (15 min walk from the 
 Visitor Center) 

 11255 North Torrey Pines Road. 
 

Program: “Munching and Mating in 
the Macrocystis” by Dr. Bill Bushing  
 
Dr. Bill Bushing has been a resident 
scientist on Santa Catalina Island  
since 1969. Bill became involved with 
programs conducted by the Jean-
Michel Cousteau Institute, serving as 
a consultant, staff member and guest 
lecturer for Project Ocean Search 
Catalina. Over the years he has 
worked with Jean-Michel and his 
father, Jacques Yves Cousteau, 
through The Cousteau Society and 
Ocean Futures. He writes a weekly 
newspaper column, "Dive Dry with 
Dr. Bill," on marine life and ecology 
and has a daily local cable television 
program with the same name. 
www.StarThrower.org.  
 
December 2   Lodge decorating 
 
December 14 Winter Solstice Party 

TPDS Annual Meeting 
Our TPDS Annual Meeting will take 
place on November 18, starting at 9 
a.m. It is important that voting 
members attend this meeting and 
participate in two votes: Election of 
the TPDS Executive Board Officers 
for the year 2007 and an amendment 
to the TPDS Bylaws. The proposal is 
for a change to the bylaws of the 
Torrey Pines Docent Society to create 
a new membership class, “Lifetime 
Members.” Proposed changes are 
underlined below: 
 

Article II  (Membership) 
Section 2. 
A.  Active Members.  Annual dues 
shall be established by the Executive 
Board.  Qualifications shall be to have 
paid the annual dues, to have 
completed a prescribed course of 
training, and to perform the minimum 
prescribed hours of public service 
duties or equivalent service to further 
the aims of the Society as determined 
by the Executive Board ( 6 8 hours 
monthly or 72 96 hours per year).   
Insert the following as Article II, 
Section 2, paragraph D: 
 
D. Lifetime Members. Lifetime 
membership is offered to docents who 
have been active members for a 
minimum of ten years, but who are no 
longer able to complete the service 
requirements of active members, yet 
wish to continue to support the 
activities of the Docent Society.  
Active members who meet the 
minimum length of service 
requirement shall apply for Lifetime 
membership, which will be granted 
upon application.  Lifetime members 
may, but are not required, to perform 
public service activities with the 
Society. Annual dues shall not be 
required of lifetime members.  
Privileges are the same as for Active 
and Supporting members.  Lifetime 
members may remain in this 
membership class for life. 
 
Renumber the remaining paragraphs 
of Article II, Section 2 as: 
 

(continued on next page)
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E.  Honorary Members. 
F.  Friends of the Torrey Pines State Reserve. 
The complete Society Bylaws are on the TPSR Web site www.torreypine.org/Private/ 
 Login and password info is at the top of page 3.

 
It Happened 45 Million 
Years Ago 
Text by Victoria Schaffer 
Photo by Herb Knufken 
 Programs Director Christina 
Bjenning introduced Dr. Patrick L. 
Abbott, our October meeting speaker. 
Pat has been a Professor of Geological 
Sciences at San Diego State 
University since 1971, and is author 
of The Rise and Fall of San Diego. He 
is a well-known field-trip guide and 
popular lecturer, and is frequently 
interviewed by the media on occasion 
of geological events such as the recent 
earthquake in Hawaii.  

Prof. Pat Abbot, center, is 
wearing the lime green shirt. 
 With slides of the TPSR cliffs and 
“cartoon” diagrams encompassing 7 
km of cliff structure, Pat focused on 
events that started 55 to 40 million 
years ago, as interpreted from present-
day structures and formations. He was 
intense, enthusiastic, animated and 
passionate. As he dashed sideways, 
and moved upwards and downwards, 
one started visualizing three-
dimensional formations, underwater 
canyons, and ancient oyster banks 

accumulating in quiet tropical 
lagoons. He acted out the tide’s ebb 
and flow, the mud depositing, and the 
wobbling of mother earth spinning 
around the sun. Rather than being 
merely descriptive or expounding on 
eras, periods and epochs throughout 
the geologic time scale, Pat talked 
about interpreting evidence, about 
getting perspective on what we now 
observe, within the total of events 
happening over a very long time. He 
also talked of laws to apply: the law 
of superposition, meaning that the 
stratum on top is most likely the 
youngest, and the law of crosscutting 
relationships. He emphasized that “the 
point is understanding the rocks.” 

 These tools, whether in the 
classroom or during an interpretive 
walk, should stimulate informed 
intellectual discussion, rather than 
generate dogma. And he quoted James 
Sutton with the simple yet profound 
“The present is the key to the past.” 
 The predominant TPSR cliff 
formations are the greenish Delmar 
and the tan-orange Torrey Sandstone. 
Delmar oyster shell deposits, and 
mangrove roots evidence a quiet 
lagoon environment. The Torrey 

Sandstone shows tidal channels, with 
tidal-influenced sedimentation. The 
white band on the cliff is an iron-
depleted Paleocene remnant from 55-
65 million years ago, when the earth 
was at its warmest. The earth has been 
cooling ever since. Antarctic glaciers 
started forming 33 million years ago 
and stable ice sheets covered the 
Northern Hemisphere 2.67 million 
years ago, starting the latest ice age, 
which continues. Determinants of the 
ice age are the continental drift 
moving warm water to the polar 
regions, and the earth’s tilt and 
wobble as it rotates around the sun. 
Within the ice age there are cycles of 
oceans and glaciers advancing and 
retreating and sea levels falling and 
rising up to 650 feet. Submarine 
canyons collapsed during landslides, 
and their sand-filled remains are seen 
on the cliff. The overhanging walls 
are preserved in submarine canyons, 
and scuba-divers can study them. 
They are also preserved, and offer a 
unique view, in the beach-access 
segment of the Beach Trail. 
 Pat had refreshingly firm, yes or 
no opinions on controversy-generating 
subjects, ranging from the ice age 
determinants to global warming. And, 
despite the overwhelming-ness of it 
all for the non-geologist, we got a bit 
closer to comprehending how our 
cliffs represent but a tiny slice of the 
full picture in the billion years 
continuum. 

 
Hiking and Paddling in 
the Channel Islands 
National Park  
By Diane Greening 

eaving the sleeping level in my 
red plaid nightgown, I stumbled 

up to the main deck. Suddenly I found 
myself in brilliant sunshine, squeezing 
between fully dressed docents lining 
up for eggs and sausage and clutching 
mugs of steaming coffee. Good 

L
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Morning! Oh well, by the end we all 
knew who wore the bunny slippers.  
 The delightful surprise was our 
anchorage at Scorpion Bay, Santa 
Cruz Island.  The Conception had left 
Santa Barbara in the middle of the 
night so that we could awaken Sunday 
in the Channel Islands. Inge Rose, the 
CNPS volunteer naturalist assigned to 
our boat, led hikes on the island. 
Kayak guides Tony and J.D. led 
paddles into sea caves with names like 
Elephant’s Trunk and In ‘n’ Out. That 
night the Ventura County forest fires 
gave the sunset an eerie red glow and 
coated our boat with a thick layer of 
ash. Inge showed Channel Islands 
videos in the galley. Outside, a bright 
light on the port side drew an 
assortment of fish. On the dark 
starboard side, we could see their 
bright paths of bioluminescence like 
fireworks in the water, as predator 
chased prey. 
 On Monday morning we awoke at 
Santa Rosa Island, home of the Torrey 
pines. We spotted a few of the 
infamous imported elk grazing at the 
ridge top. After a beach landing, there 
was a quick climb up a very narrow 
canyon to a road cut that revealed an 
Indian midden containing different 
shells for food and trade. We sat 
within old house depressions, and 
learned more about the people who 
had lived there first.   
  The Torrey pine grove covers a 
small area of the island, but those 
trees seemed much more vigorous 
than those of TPSR. We wound our 
way up the steep slope by a series of 
switchbacks through the grove. We 
paused frequently to take pictures and 
catch our breath. Torrey pine 
seedlings sprung up everywhere. 
Santa Rosa has no squirrels to eat the 
seeds, although we did see a mouse 
den with seed shells outside. At the 
top of the ridge, the pine grove 
stopped suddenly, replaced by dry 
grasses. The trail descended along an 
open spine flanked by ironwood trees. 
As we ate lunch at the bottom of the 
grove, we compared notes with Inge 
about the differences between Santa 

Rosa pines and mainland pines. The 
last part of the hike took us through 
part of the Vickers and Vail ranch and 
to the dock. The long climb down the 
dock’s vertical ladder to our Zodiac 
shuttle proved a physical and mental 
challenge on this hike. 
 My favorite island was the remote 
San Miguel, the least visited of the 
Channel Islands.  When we arrived on 
Tuesday it was misty and cool. Dark 
green chaparral covered the sides of 
the hills, and sand dunes swept along 
the bottoms. While most people 
elected to climb the path through this 
beautiful landscape to the caliche 
forest at the top, I took the last 
opportunity to kayak around the 
edges. Beyond the harbor where the 
Conception anchored, there were 
multicolored steep rock cliffs. We 
found northern fur seals and elephant 
seals on sandy beaches tucked into 
sheltered coves. They don’t get many 
visitors, and young ones swam right 
up to our kayaks for a closer look. 
Peering into the water we saw 
anemones, sea stars, and swaying 
kelp. 
 It was hard to leave San Miguel 
and head back to civilization, but 
nature gave us a final salute. Waves 
upon waves of dolphins swam toward, 
under, and away from our boat as we 
cruised to Santa Barbara.  
 
Reflections While 
Cruising Santa Rosa 
Island Under an Orange 
Sky 
 It is not every morning that I 
awake to sudden sounds of an engine 
and the sensation of rocketing through 
space. Nor do I normally jump down 
from a narrow, dark shelf of a berth to 
a narrow, darkened and gyrating 
floor.  My instincts told me to manage 
quietly to the upper deck and not 
awaken the slumbering forty.    
 The open stern of the ship 
beckoned. It was there that we 
witnessed the cinnamon sunrise, some 
brave souls and I. The high Santa 
Cruz Island with its honey and 

nutmeg-colored mountains 
commanded attention. We were 
underway to Santa Rosa Island and 
the promise of Torrey pines. But at 
that moment, the cast of the orange 
sky and its lemony sun defied 
description. Even the dark chocolate 
ocean dripped with flickering specks 
of cocoa and orangy-yellow. 
  The nature of the night before 
had stunned the senses as well. The 
stage was set with a black sky and 
even blacker silhouettes 
of the Santa Cruz mountain ridge. Sea 
lions promised a ballet inside the 
sanctuary of the Santa Cruz anchorage 
called Coches Prietos. With engines 
off, silence prevailed and stellar 
performances ensued.  By one 
simple spotlight on port side, swarms 
of plankton had sparkled its silvery 
essence when swished by shimmering 
smelt. The swarms of smelt attracted 
the diva pinnipeds who pirouetted and 
dashed to their own delight.  So 
this shimmering ballet of the 
sea begets the beguiling bio-
luminescence?  Or is it the other way 
around? Not a sight that I normally 
see and it restoreth my soul, even in 
memory. 
  
Rhea Bridy, Rookie 2006, Santa Cruz 
Island, Channel Islands National 
Park 
 

Docent Library Remodel 
Completed 
 It’s time to celebrate the 
completion of the beautiful, and 
practical, new Docent Library. No 
more updates at the monthly meetings 
– it is done! While the formal re-
opening of the Library was held on 
Saturday, October 28, we would like 
to take this opportunity to introduce 
and thank the many people and 
organizations that made it possible. It 
was the generosity of the Josephine 
Stedem Scripps Foundation and its 
Executive Director, Doug Dawson, 
which made the project possible at all. 
The TPA also provided funds to 
complete the project. Imperial 
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Hardwood (Paul Lawrence, owner, 
619-425-7644) donated the materials 
and the crew to refinish the floor. Eric 
Schulken (760-215-9911) donated his 
time by painting the remodeled room. 
The cabinets, computer station and 
conference table were built and 
installed by Soave Contractors (Dave 
Soave, owner, 858-385-0882). The 
unique tiles were designed and 
manufactured by Laird Plumleigh 
(760-436-1831). The electrical work 
was done by Bob Travers (619-890-
1883) assisted by Josh Doolittle. 
Terry Whitcomb helped us with the 
design and calmed edgy nerves when 
it came time to choose colors. The 
chairs were provided by KI with the 
help of their sales rep, Kathryn 
Klingman (858-350-1480). The 
cabinet pulls were from Cut & Dried 
Hardwood (858-481-0442). Please 
contact this magnificent group 
when you consider work in your 
own homes or businesses. Brian 
Gaudet, DPR Maintenance 
Supervisor, and his team prepared the 
room for the renovation.  
 Finally, the tireless team that 
pulled all these disparate parts into the 
beautiful room you see were Steve 
and Sharon Rose, Lillian Lachicotte, 
Vernie McGowan, Jeannie Smith, 
Doug Dawson and Steve Usher. This 
was a delightful and dedicated group 
that proved that committees can work 
smoothly and efficiently together. 
Thanks to you all!   

Steve Usher 
Photo by Herb Knufken 
 
Bookstore Briefs 
 It was a beautiful day at Torrey 
Pines.  Twenty-five docents enjoyed 
decorating gourds and creating 
holiday decorations for the bookstore.  
They also enjoyed great company and 
food.  A measure of the gourds 
previous sales success is that forty 
plus were produced at the July 
workshop and all have sold!  Visitors 
want to take home a remembrance of 
our special Torrey Pines. 

 Thanks to Barbara Wallach for 
coordinating the event and a special 
thank you to her brother, Robert 
Hawkins of Missouri, for planting, 
weeding, and nurturing the gourds.  
Thanks to all for your creative genius. 
  A Children's Corner has been 
created! As a result of Richard Louv's 
present-ation and book, Last Child in 
the Woods, a corner of the bookstore 
has been devoted to young children, 
ages two to five.  The first project is 
about whales and includes sensory 
materials, books and activities.  
Thanks to Renate Berthold for the 
small table donation.  Also, thanks to 
the committee of Karen Woods, Nan 
Criqui, Barbara Wallach, and 
Jeannie Smith.  This is just the 
beginning and ideas, materials, etc. 
are all welcome.  
New Items: The S. California Coast 
Almanac 2007, as a wall calendar and 
a desk calendar, is in time for holiday 
shopping. Thirteen full-page color 
photos (January is a great beach and 
bluff shot of the Reserve) and 13 
smaller photos adorn the wall 
calendar.  The desk calendar has 
photos of Southern California wild 
lands and beaches and their flora and 
fauna, has extra space each month for 
"Wildlife Notes" and "Monthly 
Projects," includes address book 
pages, and has a handy plastic cover. 
Both formats include a daily tide 
calendar with high/low temperature 
information at 4 coastal regions, plus 

tides/sun/moon/star activity. 
Highlights by ecosystem for 
flowers/shrubs/trees, birds, land 
mammals, sea mammals, and 
reptiles/amphibian are listed for each 
month, written by professional 
scientists. Information about coastal 
ecosystems, including a color-keyed 
map, is also provided. 
 Forlorn dog owners whose pets are 
not allowed on TPSR trails can be 
directed to Leave Only Paw Prints: 
Dog Hikes in San Diego County, with 
178 pages of great alternatives.  
Chapter titles include "Parks in the 
Wild" (state and national parks and 
preserves), "Desert Dogs" (Anza-
Borrego), "Nature Hikes in Town" 
(SD regional parks), and "Rex in the 
City" (city parks). 
 Nan Criqui and Nancy Woodworth 
 
John Comstock and the 
Torrey Pines Extension 
By Maryruth Cox 

In the early 1900s San Diego 
boosters envisioned a grand entrance 
to their city, a gateway from the north, 
up through Torrey Pines Park and 
then south on a broad boulevard lined 
with eucalyptus trees and statues of 
illustrious citizens. The trees were 
planted and some still stand, but the 
statues never materialized. Now when 
I wander through Torrey Pines 
Extension and marvel at the foresight 
of those who wrested this land from 
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bulldozers and speculators, I imagine 
statues of those heroes among the 
pines: Whitaker, Wilson, Bates, 
Geritz, Fleming, and of course, John 
Comstock. 

 
The picture is from the San Dieguito 
Citizen, March 11, 1965, and shows 
Comstock with a young friend in a 
cave in Crest Canyon, which 
Comstock hoped would be part of the 
extension.  

John Comstock had a particular 
interest in preserving the northern-
most stands of Torrey pines on the 
mainland: he owned several acres on 
Crest Road in Del Mar, and from his 
house he could see “… magnificent 
healthy groves of Torrey pines 
thriving in this area due to the natural 
subsoil irrigation …” “ … these trees 
are free from the beetles which are 
destroying many Torrey pines in the 
Reserve.” He had a dream: to extend 
Torrey Pines Reserve north from the 
Los Peñasquitos lagoon to the San 
Dieguito river valley. 
 
Comstock had many talents. He was 
secretary of the Chicago 
Entomological Society at the age of 
15, at 21 an architectural designer, 
later a teacher, medical doctor, and 
finally the Curator of Science at the 
L.A. County Museum. When he 
retired in 1948 and moved to Del Mar, 
he blossomed as an advocate for the 
natural beauty of Del Mar and Torrey 
Pines. He became one of the 21 
founders of the T.P.A. in 1950. When 
Governor Pat Brown pushed for a 
campground and marina in Los 

Peñasquitos lagoon, Comstock fought 
back with the power of his pen to 
preserve the marsh as a bird 
sanctuary: “…no marina and harbor of 
any consequence can exist without an 
adequate channel to the ocean. This 
would necessitate a jetty. All 
recognized authorities on tidal drift 
and beach erosion are agreed that any 
such structure on our Southern 
California coast would result in 
destruction of the beach for several 
miles south of the obstruction.”  He 
also marshaled his many friends in the 
academic, museum, and legislative 
worlds to write letters of protest. 

San Diego was riding high on an 
economic boom in the 1950s. Almost 
every lagoon up and down the coast 
had plans for development: marinas, 
resorts, and campgrounds. In Del Mar, 
a marina with hundreds of residential 
units was projected for the San 
Dieguito river valley, five miles 
inland, with a concrete channel to the 
sea. In a letter to the Oceanside City 
Council opposing development in the 
Buena Vista lagoon, Comstock wrote: 
“We were once boastful of the natural 
beauties of California which brought 
visitors by the thousands to our 
shores. It is now becoming 
increasingly difficult to see any of this 
beauty, what with our superhighways, 
vistas of billboards, landscaped 
monstrosities and monotonous 
subdivisions.”   

The proposal for a campground at 
Torrey Pines wilted under the barrage 
of protest. The economic climate had 
cooled considerably in San Diego, and 
real state prices had fallen. Comstock 
and other T.P.A. members saw that 
the time was ripe to preserve for 
posterity the groves of Torrey pines 
not yet in the Reserve. They formed 
the “Citizens Committee for 
Extension of Torrey Pines Reserve.” 
Their bold plan was to add 260 acres, 
at a cost of $1.6 million. Comstock 
campaigned vigorously for the 
proposal. Although 82 years old, he 
climbed up to a cave in Crest Canyon 
with a ten year old boy to demonstrate 
the natural wonders of the area. 

The next few years brought 
triumphs and disasters, as the 
Extension proposal seesawed between 
the forces of conservation and growth. 
In one defeat, Crest Canyon was 
eliminated from the plan. In a 
triumph, Governor Reagan offered 
$900,000 in 1967 to support the 
Extension. The celebration was 
sobered by the proviso that matching 
funds had to be raised locally. A new 
committee met to plan the “John 
Comstock Nature Center,” to be built 
on the Extension next to the Del Mar 
Heights School. It was to include 
classroom, kitchen, library, museum, 
and laboratory. Comstock was feeling 
his age. He told a visitor that he had 
always wanted to live to be 100, but 
now it seemed “too darn long.” When 
Jessie La Grange phoned one day and 
asked him to be a Lodge sitter at the 
Park, he just laughed and said: “You 
know, I’m blind!”  

The Extension became a reality in 
the 1970s, but Comstock did not live 
to see it. Today, when we wander 
through it and see a child watching an 
ant colony forage on the Margaret 
Fleming Trail, or pass walkers 
savoring the peace of the whispering 
pines, we can well imagine John 
Comstock around the next turn in the 
trail, nodding with satisfaction. 

 
 
Trail Tales: Excerpts 
from the Trail Patrol Log 
Edited by Victoria Schaffer 
 
 Trail Patrol Coordinator Paul 
Whitby reports that 24 Patrollers went 
on the trails in September and put in 
125 hours. After their trail duties, 
Patrollers also take time to log their 
observations. These are some of their 
log entries. 

 “Did you know, honey, that there 
is a Will Sooter Hawk?” the visitor 
advised her husband from across the 
Lodge museum. My ears perked up 
and located the visitors on the east 
side of the photo awards stand. Before 
I had a chance to utter a few words, 
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she added “Oh, my! It has feathers on 
its beak. It’s eating a baby bird!” She 
averted her eyes and turned quite pale. 
Then she turned to me quickly and 
complained: “Why do you let your 
hawks eat baby birds?” Well, I was 
speechless once again. By the time my 
words were formulated, she had 
worked her way quickly to the other 
side of the awards stand. “Oh, Will 
Sooter animals. Is he a 
photographer?” (Finally, something I 
could answer quickly.) But she was 
not forgetting about the baby bird 
feathers and that mean hawk. “You 
should do something about that, you 
know.” I didn’t want to sound 
condescending. I was still speechless. 

Rhea Bridy, 9/14/06. 
 
 I decided to do some patrolling of 
the Broken Hill Trail. After talking to 
several couples and groups, I noticed 
that most of them were walk-ins from 
either one of the two hotels, or that 
they had parked at the golf course 
parking lot and walked in from there. 
It was a good time to offer a map and 
the rules, although the hotels’ people 
usually have a good map. More 
people seem to want to know 
distances on this trail. I like the scrub 
oak canopy on the North Branch. 
Makes for a little shade in the middle 
of the day. On checking for cell phone 
reception at different points, I noticed 
that it was good only at the overlook 

Paul Whitby, 9/30/06. 
 
 On Saturday afternoon, I decided 
to do some patrol on the beach, 
towards Flat Rock, and check the trail 
“closed” signs, and activity in the 
closed trail. I joined Wes Farmer’s 
group. As we approached Flat Rock, I 
noticed 7 or 8 people coming down 
the closed beach trail, and decided to 
talk to each of them individually. The 
first person, a mature gentleman, said 
that he didn’t see the “closed” sign, 
although it was blocking the trail. The 
second encounter was with a young 
couple sitting on the ledge at the 
bottom of the trail. I pointed out the 
risks taken by walking the closed trail. 

They sheepishly agreed, but 
mentioned their need to return the 
same way to their car parked near the 
Lodge. I suggested that they walk up 
the beach and up the Reserve road, for 
a good workout. I went on to Flat 
Rock, and had a discussion with a few 
people about the origin of the “Indian 
Bathtub.” Questions were asked about 
the organisms attached to the side of 
the rock along with the mussels. Wes 
Farmer came to the rescue and 
identified them as gooseneck 
barnacles. It was a beautiful day for a 
walk on the beach, which was at low 
tide. I am always amazed at the 
beauty of the cliffs on our Torrey 
Pines State Beach. 

Paul Whitby, 10/7/06. 
 

Power to the Flower 
Review by Walt Desmond 
The Botany of Desire, A Plant's Eye 
View of the World 
By Michael Pollan.  Random House, 
New York, 2001.  271 pp. 

Apples from trees planted by 
Johnny Appleseed, an astute land 
entrepreneur, were inedible.  Tulips in 
the frenetic 16th century futures 
market sold like houses in 21st century 
San Diego--single bulbs for 6 figures. 
A new marijuana resulting from 
evolutionary pressure of the 'war on 
drugs' is a top US cash crop.  And  
how to raise genetically engineered 
potatoes (containing a bacterial gene) 
in a home garden--and what to do 
with the ensuing potato salad? 

Fascinating stories and interesting 
facts abound in this biography of 4 
plants:  Malus domesticus, Tulipa 
spp., Cannibis sativa x indica, and 
Solanum tuberosum, by a gardener 
and plant lover who has grown them 
all.   The stories of the apple, the tulip, 
marijuana and the potato show our 
exploitation of plants for our own 
benefit—manipulating primitive and 
marginally useful plants into variants 
that satisfy important human needs. 
But who manipulated whom?  That is 
the real story in this informative and 
entertaining book.   Pollan suggests 
that plants, using Homo sapiens' drive 

to satisfy fundamental desires, induce 
mankind to improve, enhance and 
propagate their species, ensuring their 
own genetic success. He devotes a 
chapter to each of those desires: for 
sweetness, for beauty, for intoxication 
and for control and relates a 
remarkable history of man's co-
evolution with a plant to satisfy each 
of these desires.  Did you know there 
was no natural sweetener for foods in 
the American colonies--until 
European bees were introduced? And 
with no sugar, there was no 
fermentation source for alcohol.  
Apples fulfilled both these needs, and 
in the process got a whole new 
hemisphere in which to grow!  The 
book is clear, witty and refreshing 
science writing: bringing botany, 
natural history, evolution and genetic 
engineering together artfully with 
history, sociology, psychology, ethics 
and behavior. 

I kept seeing relationships to 
phenomena at Torrey Pines: getting 
insights into invasive species, 
flower/insect co-evolution, 
environmental adaptation, 
biodiversity, human impact and 
extinction…The Botany of Desire 
gave me a look at many of these 
familiarities through another lens.  
Maybe most important it reinforced 
the special relationship we at TPSR 
have with our plants and environment.  
We could write a fifth chapter on 
Pinus torreyana, and the benefits it 
derives from satisfying basic docent 
needs! 
"….natural selection was bound to 
favor those…who noticed flowers--
botanizing, recognizing, classifying, 
remembering them…"  Michael 
Pollan, The Botany of Desire.          
[Ed note: This book was also 
reviewed by Judy Schulman in the 
September 2003 Torreyana]                                
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Farewell, but not Goodbye 
 

Beginning December 1st, I will be the Supervising Ranger at Old Town San Diego and San Pasqual 
Battlefield State Historic Park in Escondido, overseeing the staff and daily operations. The decision to 
leave Torrey Pines was difficult because I find myself constantly amazed with every aspect of my job, 
from appreciating the early morning sunrises, the opportunity to observe wildlife, the interaction with 
people, to the excitement of creating an innovative program for the public. Everyday became an 
opportunity to learn something new and I have enjoyed every day at Torrey Pines. 
 

My experience at Torrey Pines has been wonderful and full of 
surprises. Over the years I have built friendships with many of you and 
will miss you all. It is my sincere hope that I have been a positive 
influence on your experience at Torrey Pines, whether as a member of 
the staff, docents, volunteers, or a board member.  My departure is 
bittersweet, in that I am honored to have been involved with the many 
wonderful and talented people, projects, programs, and activities over 
the past five years. I feel that we have worked well as a team, and that 
we were making progress in bringing Torrey Pines to “life” for the 
visitors.  

                Photo by Karen Woods, Dec 2005    
On behalf of my wife and myself, we would like to thank you all for your love and support this past year 
during my wife’s battle with breast cancer. She has completed the chemotherapy portion of the 
treatment and will soon be receiving radiation treatment. Your thoughts and prayers have helped us get 
through these challenging times and for that we will be forever grateful. 
 

I look forward to working with you in the future, and with luck, I hope to someday return to Torrey 
Pines. So for now I bid you farewell, but not goodbye, for we plan on visiting frequently to visit with 
friends, walk the beach, hike the trails, and enjoy the wonderful scenery.  
 

Sincerely, 
Gary  Olson  

Dodder Chooses Its Host by Its Sense of 
Smell 
by Tom Polakiewicz 

Have you ever wondered why dodder, the common 
golden parasite that appears every summer, seems to prefer 
some plants as its hosts and shies away from others? 
In an article appearing in the September 2006 issue of the 
journal Science, scientists at Pennsylvania State University 
report they have discovered the answer: dodder finds its 
host by its sense of smell. Dodder starts out life as a tiny 
tendril with no roots or leaves. Within a week of sprouting, the 
seedling must find a host or die. The researchers at Penn State 
found that when they wafted the scent of potential host plants, 
the tendril almost always began to creep toward the smell of 
one of its preferred hosts. Plant biologist Consuelo M. De 
Moraes, one of the researchers says, "It's really amazing to 
watch this plant having this almost animal-like behavior. 

It's really very sophisticated and surprising." The researchers 
also found that dodder has a definite preference for some 
plants over others, which may explain why we see our local 
chaparral 
subspecies 
parasitizing juicy 
laurel sumac, and 
leaving dry 
chemise alone. 
 
 
 
 

Photo by Margaret Fillius© 
Original story in NPR: 
www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=6160709 
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What’s Blooming in the Channel Islands 
by Eva Armi 

Fall is the time to enjoy several yellow flowers from the 
Asteraceae family, like Goldenbush (Isocoma menziesii) 
and Telegraph Weed (Heterotheca grandiflora,) here at the 
Reserve. And that is the type of flowers I expected to see 
on the docent trip out to the Northern Channel Islands 
National Park in September. Yes, we saw several different 
aster family flowers and, surprisingly, many other plants 
were in bloom as well. Late long-lasting rains and the fog 
had contributed to this flower display. We saw red and 
yellow Paintbrushes (Castilleja spp), Buckwheats with red 
and pink flowers, and great big bushes of California 
fuchsia (Epilobium canum.) (I have only seen a few small 
stands of that in the Extension.) Sand-verbena (Abronia 
maritima) was in full bloom and so was the endemic 
Locoweed (Astragalus Sp) which, on San Miguel Island, 
was growing in big patches and blooming on the hillsides 
otherwise dominated by a "forest" of giant Coreopsis 
(Coreopsis gigantea). It must have been an amazing 
display of yellow earlier in the season. There was also a 
species of Deerweed, blooming on a bush taller and denser 

than ours. The poppies had the same lovely two-tone 
yellow color of the ones in the Reserve, but were bigger. 

 
Giant Coreopsis “forest”  Photo by Jeannie Smith.  

This is just to mention a few of the plants we saw along the 
trail and on the beaches. The flowers were a great bonus on 
this wonderful trip.  
Photos of some of these plants may be seen here: 

http://new.photos.yahoo.com/tpds06santarosa/albums/ 
 

Torrey Pines Docent Society Bird Survey: October 7, 2006 
 

Total of 91 species (unusual 
sightings shown with an 
asterisk and in italics) 
 
Gadwall  5 
American Wigeon  4 
Mallard  9 
Teal sp.  3 (females) 
California Quail  2 
Pacific Loon*  1 
Common Loon  1 
Pied-billed Grebe  5 
Eared Grebe  15 
Clark's Grebe* 2 
Black-vented Shearwater*  10 
Brown Pelican  10 
Brandt's Cormorant  20 
Double-crested Cormorant  165 
Great Blue Heron  7 
Great Egret  2 
Snowy Egret  9 
Osprey  2 
White-tailed Kite  2 
Cooper's Hawk  1 
Red-shouldered Hawk  2 
Red-tailed Hawk  2 

American Kestrel  2 
Merlin*  1 
Clapper Rail*  1 
Sora*  1 
Common Moorhen*  1 
American Coot  2 
Semipalmated Plover  6 
Killdeer  8 
Lesser Yellowlegs  1 
Willet  35 
Spotted Sandpiper*  2 
Marbled Godwit  2 
Sanderling  8 
Western Sandpiper  3 
Least Sandpiper  38 
Heermann's Gull  56 
Ring-billed Gull  3 
Western Gull  43 
Royal Tern  2 
Elegant Tern  1 
Forster's Tern  6 
Rock Pigeon  2 
Mourning Dove  21 
Vaux's Swift*  20 
White-throated Swift  31 
Anna's Hummingbird  16 
Rufous/Allen's Hummingbird*   1 

Belted Kingfisher  2 
Nuttall's Woodpecker  2 
Downy Woodpecker  2 
Northern Flicker  8 
Pacific-slope Flycatcher  1 
Black Phoebe  14 
Say's Phoebe  11 
Cassin's Kingbird  2 
Loggerhead Shrike  1 
Hutton's Vireo*  2 
Western Scrub-Jay  20 
American Crow  108 
Common Raven  8 
Northern Rough-winged Swallow  
 2 
Barn Swallow  2 
Bushtit  45 
Bewick's Wren  1 
House Wren  3 
Marsh Wren  1 (heard only) 
Ruby-crowned Kinglet  1 
Blue-gray Gnatcatcher  1 
California Gnatcatcher  10 
Wrentit  24 
Northern Mockingbird  1 
California Thrasher  9 
European Starling  2 

Orange-crowned Warbler  3 
Yellow-rumped Warbler  12 
Common Yellowthroat  20 
Wilson's Warbler  1 
Spotted Towhee  4 
California Towhee  28 
Belding's Savannah Sparrow  2 
Fox Sparrow*  1 
Song Sparrow  11 
White-crowned Sparrow  17 
Golden-crowned Sparrow*  1 
Red-winged Blackbird  26 
Western Meadowlark  3 
Brewer's Blackbird  6 
Lesser Goldfinch  36 
House Sparrow  163 
  
Weather: clear 
Lagoon mouth: open 
 
Observers: Hank & Jane Baele, 
Will Cox, Kathy Estey, Jack 
Friery, and Gary Grantham

 
Previous months are posted on the TPSR Web site at  www.torreypinesreserve.org 

On the menu bar point to Activities and then click on Bird-sightings. 
  




